VACANCY

PROJECT MANAGER
Do you thrive off delivering first class customer service,
building relationships and working as part of a talented
organization?
As a rapidly growing business, we are now looking for even more skilled engineers to join us on
our journey. Engineers who are independent, brave and versatile thrive in IK-Group; do you enjoy
working in a fast-paced environment, can you handle delivering complex projects and being
responsible for the tasks you manage?
There is nothing typical about our projects, you will be forced to innovate and devise new ways of
thinking. Our clients rely on us to solve their most complex challenges and we have a long-standing
track record in meeting this expectation.
As a Project Manager, you will have a key role in our organisation and you will be responsible for
planning, leading and delivering complex tenders and projects. The role offers a great opportunity
to work on unique projects in multiple geographic regions. Our clients are both EPC businesses and
Energy Companies.
Our headquarters are in Stavanger and from here we work with Offshore and Onshore projects
around the world. The role will be reporting to the VP of Subsea.
As our new Project Manager, you will contribute to the continuous development of the project
management team and our project management execution.
ABOUT YOU

To manage and deliver complex projects you will need experience with managing FEED, EP & EPC
projects. Many of our project are international so it will be a benefit if you have experience working
in a multicultural environment and preferably experience managing multinational projects.
Experience with the interface between engineering and fabrication, construction / Fabrication
management knowledge and understanding, as well as site experience. Strong commercial acumen
with knowledge of business and financial principles.
As our new Project Manager, you will have to demonstrate highly developed leadership skills.
You will have the ability to lead a project team and demonstrate sound, rational judgement to
align people and methods to achieve overall project success. You will be key in developing and
maintaining relationships with clients through sharing information, collaboration, and cooperation.
For more information about the position, please contact:
ADRIAN GAMMAN
VP Subsea
adrian.gamman@ik-worldwide.com

IK-Group
+ 47 51 44 32 00 • job@ik-world.com

BRILLIANT ENGINEERING

ik-worldwide.com

Technical background with education in a relevant technical field, business, or associated
disciplines. It will beneficial if you have experience with pipeline engineering.

